Terms & Conditions
The Luxury Junkyard is dedicated to your total satisfaction with the used parts that you order and
the service you receive.
All used parts from sales are FINAL! We will assess specific purchase orders on an individual basis
and grant modifications as deemed necessary as to whether the used parts are warranted for a
10day period or longer. If the purchase is warranted a return or refund, it is the responsibility of
the buyer to pay for all shipping costs.
Shortage or Goods Damaged in Transit
We, or our appointed carriers, insure all mail order parts up to one-hundred dollars, after that
amount, it becomes the responsibility of the buyer to procure more insurance. Please check the
goods received for any damage through shipping carefully. Claims of shortage or damage must be
made within 3 days of receipt of order. Packaging must not be destroyed. Damaged goods cannot
be replaced if courier documents are signed “Received in Good Condition”. Do not sign for goods
that appear to be damaged, or obtain written documentation from the appointed carrier that the
goods have been delivered damaged.
Surcharges
Goods purchased on an exchange basis are subject to a surcharge that is refundable in full on
receipt of the exchange unit, providing the exchange unit is in restorable condition. If the
exchange unit is not restorable the returned surcharge will be adjusted accordingly. Surcharges
are subject to the same credit terms as other parts so exchange units must be returned before
purchased auto part is shipped. All parts returned to The Luxury Junkyard should be sent via an
insured and traceable means of delivery. The Luxury Junkyard cannot be held liable for the
nondelivery or damage of such items being returned to the company.
Limitations
The Luxury Junkyard cannot be held liable for damage, loss, or non-fulfillment of its obligations
owing to an act of God, war, requisitioning government prohibitions or enactments of any kind,
trade disputes, or incident of any nature beyond the control of the company. Every effort will be
made to comply with an agreed delivery date, but the company cannot be held liable for any costs
resulting from the failure to meet that date.
The Luxury Junkyard is NOT responsible for any cost involved in fitting, dismantling, or loss of
revenue, should part supplied by The Luxury Junkyard NOT perform as expected.

